ABSTRACT
Multi-core processors are commonplace and continue to require rethinking (not only) in system software development. It is still difficult to operate several functionally identical computing cores efficiently. One misconception is to assume that functionally identical cores of a multi-core processor will behave non-functionally alike, especially at the speed at which they execute the same non-sequential program. We show that considerable deviations in the non-functional behaviour of otherwise identical cores are anything but unusual, and can be expected to vary by more than 20%. The paper documents the applied measurement methodology, discusses measurement results obtained, and addresses consequences for the coordinated operation of logically connected concurrent threads in the context of Linux.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Multi-core processors have conquered the domain of any-purpose computing. The technological change towards the multiplication of (identical/different) processing units integrated on a single processor chip was mainly due to diminished performance gains in face of increasing operating frequency, a phenomenon that was largely called forth by handicaps, such as memory [31], instruction-level parallelism, and power, summarised as brick wall [2, 19]. This, in turn, caused software to be confronted with the problem of exploiting the explicit parallelism made available by the hardware for being processed with good or even high-performance. An undertaking that evoked and still brings "dire straits" to general-purpose computing, but appears to be much more challenging for special-purpose computing in the domain of time-dependent systems. The constraint of real parallelism not only intensified the already existing problem of non-deterministic operation, but it also amplified interference with scheduling decisions not only because of more difficult synchronisation methods required to ensure consistent operation in the data as well as time domain. The difficulties go beyond that and are increased by hardware-related shallows. For example, current operating systems for multi-core processors usually assume that a group of functionally identical cores also behave the same in a non-functional way. It is believed that equally clocked cores will also result in (nearly) identical runtimes of the same non-sequential program section for the individual concurrent threads. Among others, this assumption applies to Linux and is deceptive—or the systems are just not aware of possible deviations. Our investigations show deviations of more than 20%. The noise that thus represents jitter can cause significant disruptions in the coordinated processing of logically connected concurrent threads, for example in the case of co-scheduling [23] or barrier synchronisation [4, 29]. As a result, strictly locally operated phase-locked schedulers [25] can get out of hand and run the risk of being unable to comply with the supposedly predictable threads based on their operation principle.

Based on measurement series (i.e., performance and power demand measurements) on systems with different "symmetric" multiprocessing (SMP) CPUs we show that apparently identical SMP cores vary greatly. The contributions of this
paper are three-fold. First, we reveal significant performance differences between seemingly identical processor cores in a broad variety of COTS hardware. Second, we present the golden suite, a run-time system to exploit these performance differences. Third, we discuss how to extend operating systems, such as Linux, for heterogeneity awareness of nearly symmetric multi-core processors. The knowledge about effectively different core performance allows for (a) better load balancing by migrating urgent tasks to fastest cores, (b) improved energy efficiency by slowing down cores selectively to re-balance their speed, and (c) improved predictability of program execution times.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides background and discusses related research. Based on measurement series on several systems, we reveal in Section 3 that SMP cores are not completely equal. In Section 4 we present a run-time support system which considers the heterogeneity of SMP cores and discuss a corresponding implementation for the Linux kernel. The evaluation in Section 5 compares our run-time support system, which is aware of the heterogeneity of SMP cores, to the state of the art, which is unaware of the fact that SMP cores are unequal.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

Variances in processors exist in vast extents and are reasoned for and addressed in various distinct technological areas. In this section we particularly discuss related work mostly from the hardware perspective to identify the root causes of heterogeneity within SMP cores.

2.1 Semiconductor Variability

Allegedly identical chips show variable characteristics (i.e., different timing and power properties) for different reasons. Among such reasons are transistor ageing and fabrication tolerances during production. Transistor ageing [17] occurs as a result of various physical phenomena (e.g., hot-carrier injection, bias temperature instability, and oxide breakdown). Therefore, it is common to face a certain degree of wear for CMOS chips over their lifetime. In addition to wearout, the fabrication variations and the continuous shrinkage of transistor sizes increases the chip variability. Within-die fabrication variations [5, 6, 15, 30] are responsible for differing performance characteristics of individual CPU cores. For example, the channel length and non-uniformities in the creation of interconnect layers of CMOS circuits affect the maximum clock frequency.

2.2 Integrated Circuit Design

Power leakage variations and the thermal distribution within a processor die influence the performance of individual CPU cores [3, 21]. Increased power leakage leads to higher thermal dissipation and consequently prevents higher frequencies in order to avoid exceeding the thermal design power limit. Speed binning is a typical procedure of hardware manufacturers to sell processors capable of higher maximum frequencies for higher prices. Sartori et al. analyse different speed binning metrics for multi-core processors and discuss the influence of varying maximum frequencies per core on the speed binning metric [26]. However, differences in hardware do not only occur within a processor die or architecture, but also for other types of hardware, for example, in hard drive disks [18], wireless sensor nodes [16], and systems on chip [27]. This work analyses the variability of different systems on a chip of the same type. Our work, in contrast, focuses on the identification and utilisation of supposedly homogeneous processor cores in symmetric multi-core processors that actually show different characteristics (i.e., different timing and power properties). The development of new hardware architectures bears the risk that functionally equivalent processor cores show different non-functional characteristics [8]. At the same time the number of design bugs increases with the rising complexity of processors [7] eventually leading to an increased probability of core-to-core performance differences caused by design decisions in the hardware architecture.

2.3 Processor speed variability

Some papers (e.g., [1, 11, 20]) have identified run-to-run, core-to-core, and processor-to-processor performance variation in supercomputers. In addition, Marathe et al. [20] have found that the variability tends to increase with new processor generations. This paper extends these findings in various ways. First, we consider laptop, desktop, and server processors, listed in Table 1. We find performance variations in all of these three processor classes. Second, we show that the amount of performance heterogeneity is workload-dependent. While most applications have little core-to-core performance variations, some workloads benefit greatly from running on a specific core. Third, we demonstrate that single-core applications can benefit from heterogeneity awareness, and implement a prototypical run-time system.

3 HETEROGENEITY OF SYMMETRIC MULTI-CORE PROCESSORS

As a motivating example, Figure 1 visualises the execution time distributions of the sequential cg benchmark, which is part of the NAS benchmark suite [12], with problem size A on a desktop processor (CPU1, cf. Table 1). It shows that some cores are faster than others\(^1\) and the run-to-run variation cannot explain the core-to-core differences. Considering that

\(^1\)Text in italics indicates conclusions drawn from our measurement results.
the mean execution time on Core 5 is $> 10\%$ higher than Core 2, this section examines in detail which workloads and what processors are affected by this type of performance heterogeneity.

### 3.1 Workload-Specific Behaviour

We run these measurements with the sequential versions of the NAS Parallel Benchmarks, since they constitute representative multi-core workloads, but allow for a performance assessment of individual cores. Figure 3 shows that for all NAS benchmarks, except for cg, the core differences are negligible\(^2\). This means that the performance differences depend on workload characteristics which is a strong indicator that the measured performance differences are caused by the hardware, not the system-level software running on it (e.g., interrupts or system noise). We argue that the performance differences of different processor cores observed for the cg benchmark are worth considering. As part of a highly-relevant benchmark suite (i.e., NAS Parallel Benchmarks) the code mimics the behaviour of real-world applications. In particular, the cg benchmark contains program code with irregular memory accesses and communication patterns \([12]\). We conclude that not all workloads are sensitive to core heterogeneity, but some workloads can run $> 10\%$ faster if executed on the right core. Thus, the processor offers free (performance) lunch \([28]\) for some applications.

### 3.2 Correlation with Energy

For additional insight to the microarchitectural behaviour, we measure the energy demand via the RAPL interface. Figure 4a shows that the power demand correlates negatively with the execution times (i.e., slower cores tend to have a lower power demand), but the energy demand shows a positive correlation (i.e., slower cores tend to consume more energy). However, RAPL applies energy models internally, and the technical reference manuals do not provide the information whether these models account for core-specific characteristics. We are therefore very cautious and only conclude that there is no evidence that slower cores need less energy, and that the activity below the hardware surface varies.

### 3.3 Causes of Heterogeneity

Considering that the cg benchmark is cache-intensive, we develop several microbenchmarks that stress the caches. Listing 1 shows one of these cache-stress microbenchmarks. Figure 4b visualises the result, indicating that the execution time of this microbenchmark correlates positively with the execution time of the cg benchmark. However, the proportions do not match exactly, and the order of cores is slightly off. In consequence, it is possible that the fastest core for one workload is not optimal for another workload. Further microbenchmarks that we developed and tested show similar
results, we therefore omit them in this paper for space reasons. This means that the cache is, at least partially, responsible for the performance differences—the cache-intensive microbenchmark triggers performance differences between processor cores. In fact, the last-level cache on recent Intel microprocessors is not fully uniform [13], which could be one potential reason for the observed performance differences. However, another mechanism possibly causes additional performance differences because the performance differences vary between cg and the microbenchmark.

In consequence, identification of the microarchitectural causes of core-to-core performance differences, and detection of sensitive workloads, demands for a more detailed analysis. However, we consider suitable workload classification techniques as future work. Instead, this paper examines the behaviour of sensitive workloads more closely.

3.4 Processor Model Comparison

Figure 2 displays the mean execution time of the cg benchmark on the slowest core, for multiple computers, each normalised to the mean [14] execution time on the corresponding fastest core. The processor details are listed in Table 1.

The CPU4 and CPU5 machines both only show minimal performance differences. This means that not all processors exhibit heterogeneous behaviour. However, all processor types can be affected, including desktop (CPU1), laptop (CPU2), and server (CPU3) models. Besides, the performance differences tend to be stronger on machines with more physical cores. Remarkably, the server machine CPU3 has a performance difference > 20%. Extrapolating these results, and considering the trend that the number of cores has been growing for years, we conclude that the SMP core heterogeneity will be more prevalent in future (many-core) systems.

Figure 5 visualises the core performance characteristics of CPU3 in detail. Both axes contain the logical core IDs, as enumerated by Linux (i.e., “physical” cores first, then physical cores on second socket, then their “hyperthreads”). Since CPU3 has 96 logical cores, we can examine in detail to what degree the core performances differ. For this evaluation, we compute the k-sample Anderson-Darling Test ($k = 2$) for each pair of logical cores. This test takes the execution-time distribution of the cg benchmark of each core as inputs, and categorises core pairs either as “similar” or as significantly (p-value is 0.01) “different”. The black dots, which indicate that the performance is similar, are most prevalent when comparing a core to itself (i.e., the diagonal line in the centre) or to the hyper-thread that share the same physical core (i.e., the two parallel diagonal lines through the points (0, 48) and (48, 0)). This again indicates that caches are a cause of performance differences, since a “physical core” and its “hyperthread” share caches. However, almost all other core pairs exhibit significant performance differences, even when comparing cores on the same socket. To further examine the majority of significantly different core pairs, we compute the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov test statistics that quantifies the differences between cores. The resulting differences
are visualised as a colour gradient in Figure 5, where blue colour represents small differences, and red colour represents large differences. The colours show that there are clusters of cores with smaller performance differences, and some clusters repeat with a period of 24 (e.g., cores 9, 33, 57, 81), indicating that the intra-processor heterogeneity is alike on both sockets.

4 OPERATING SYSTEM SUPPORT

Our findings in the previous section reveal that processor cores are not exactly identical. As today’s operating systems treat SMP cores to be equal, we discuss our implemented prototypical run-time support system and the corresponding integration for the Linux kernel. Our implementation is publicly available under an open-source license:

https://gitlab.cs.fau.de/i4/pub/apsys2020/golden

4.1 Run-time Support System

Motivated by the core performance differences described in Section 3, we have developed a run-time support system to establish awareness for core heterogeneity. It comprises of three tools:

First, the golden-sample script executes the cache-stress microbenchmark described in Listing 1 on each core and analyses the results. Second, the golden-ratio script displays the results of golden-sample in a human-readable format. Thus, the golden-ratio script enables the system administrator to find out to which extent the system is affected by core heterogeneity. As shown in Figure 2, the performance differences vary greatly between processor models. Third, the golden-run program executes a given application on the fastest processor cores in the system. Thereby, the number of cores is configurable. The system administrator can thus enforce that heterogeneity-sensitive workloads run only on the fastest cores, achieving optimal performance. Linux will then automatically migrate other processes to slower cores. If these processes are not sensitive to heterogeneity, this migration has only a negligible performance penalty.

The golden-suite thus helps system administrators to classify their systems and to exploit core heterogeneity. Avoiding slow cores improves performance and reduces tail latencies [9] related to heterogeneity.

4.2 Linux Integration

Our run-time support system has further optimization potential by integrating it deeper into operating systems.

First, we suggest automated workload classification. It is helpful to automatically detect which application is sensitive to core heterogeneity. Such an automated system could utilise performance counters to detect performance bottlenecks, and react when the bottleneck causes heterogeneous behaviour (e.g., caches). However, we could not implement this automatic detection because (a) it is hard to detect performance bottlenecks in a portable way and (b) we do not have complete knowledge about the root causes of heterogeneity. Indeed, our microbenchmark experiments suggest that further causes, besides caches, exist. Therefore, information from hardware vendors is necessary. Second, we suggest automated workload migration. Based on automated workload classification, the operating system can migrate heterogeneity-sensitive applications to fast cores. Similarly to our golden-run program, the heterogeneity-sensitive application benefits from the migration, but the victim that is moved to a relatively slow core has no performance penalty if it is heterogeneity-oblivious. This is the case for most NAS Parallel Benchmarks (c.f. Figure 3). A third useful feature is noise migration. For applications where performance consistency matters, the operating system should migrate all noise causes to fast cores. It can thus re-balance the relative core
speed and minimise its disturbance to the application performance.

The Linux kernel has recently integrated energy-aware scheduling [22, 24], which exploits different power and performance characteristics of heterogeneous processors. This sub-system is intended for architectures that combine “big” (i.e., fast) and “little” (i.e., slow but more energy efficient) cores. As a consequence, this system assumes that heterogeneity affects all workloads, and that cores within groups are identical. Our findings suggest extensions to this subsystem to improve heterogeneity awareness.

5 EVALUATION

First, this section describes the evaluation environment used in Section 3. Afterwards, it empirically evaluates the golden-suite, the heterogeneity-aware run-time system proposed in Section 4.

5.1 Evaluation Setup

We have conducted all of our experiments on several machines with five different CPUs, which span a large range from a laptop system to a many-core server system. Table 1 summaries the machines used in our experiments. The processors cover a wide range, including models for laptops, desktops, and servers. CPU1 does not provide hyperthreading, and CPU3 is a dual-socket machine.

On all systems, we use the performance frequency scaling governor or policy. All machines have their in-hardware boost technology enabled\(^3\). We start each experiment with 10 warm-up iterations, per core, which are excluded from the result data set. Afterwards, we repeat every experiment 1 000 times per core. The only exception is the many-core system, CPU3, where we execute only 100 repetitions per core because of the large number of cores (i.e., 96 hardware threads)—the total execution time on this machine of the cg experiment displayed in Figures 2 and 5 was over 6 hours, and Figure 5 shows that the performance differences are statistically significant.

\(^3\)Linux did not recognise the boost option on the AMD machine but we verify that the hardware boosts above nominal clock speed using the cpufreq-aperf tool.

Table 1: Processors used in the evaluation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>CPU</th>
<th># Cores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CPU1</td>
<td>Intel i5-8400</td>
<td>6 (1 × 6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU2</td>
<td>Intel i5-8250u</td>
<td>8 (2 × 4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU3</td>
<td>Intel 2x Xeon E7-4830 v3</td>
<td>96 (2 × 2 × 24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU4</td>
<td>AMD R7 1700X</td>
<td>16 (2 × 8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPU5</td>
<td>Intel Xeon E3-1275</td>
<td>8 (2 × 4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We also execute the same experiment with the $\text{execvp}$ operation within $\text{golden-run}$: %. In the best case, the two scenarios achieve the same execution time because the OS can place the benchmark on the fastest core by chance. However, the default version has a higher tail latency when the benchmark runs on a slow core. The worst-case (99th percentile) execution time is 4.6% slower in the default version. Notably, this performance improvement does not require modification of hardware or software components—it is achieved only by being aware of the core-to-core performance differences.

5.2 Heterogeneity Awareness

Figure 6 compares the execution time of the sequential cg benchmark on the CPU1 machine with $\text{golden-run}$, compared to the default where Linux is free to choose a processor core for the program. Thereby, $\text{golden-run}$ picks the second-fastest core due to discrepancies between the microbenchmark and the cg performance. Our system thus constitutes an imperfect (i.e., realistic) performance oracle.

Using $\text{golden-run}$, the mean execution time is reduced by 1.2%. In the best case, the two scenarios achieve the same execution time because the OS can place the benchmark on the fastest core by chance. However, the default version has a higher tail latency when the benchmark runs on a slow core. The worst-case (99th percentile) execution time is 4.6% slower in the default version. Notably, this performance improvement does not require modification of hardware or software components—it is achieved only by being aware of the core-to-core performance differences.

We also execute the same experiment with the $\text{execvp}$ operation within $\text{golden-run}$ tool. Indeed, the overhead is negligible (mean $\approx 0.10\%$ slower), which matches the latency of the $\text{execvp}$ operation within $\text{golden-run}$. There are, however, indirect costs when an administrator erroneously pins a core-oblivious program to the fastest core and thus causes a heterogeneity-sensitive application to run on a non-optimal, slower core. Such an erroneous application placement could be avoided by automated workload classification and migration.

5.3 Threats to validity

There are two significant threats to the general applicability of our results to real-world systems.

Figure 6: The golden-suite improves execution time, especially the tail latency, for heterogeneity-sensitive applications (CPU1)
First, a selection bias is involved. Compared to the billions of processors out in the wild, we conducted our experiments only on a small number of machines. We do not know whether their results are representative for all processors. Our experiments, however, cover a broad spectrum of relevant real-world systems, ranging from laptops to many-core server processors. Regarding the AMD machine, CPU4, we do not know whether its result is representative for all AMD processors. For newer AMD processors, the hardware communicates core-to-core performance differences to the operating system [10].

Second, we do not know to which extent real-world applications are heterogeneity-sensitive. Most NAS Parallel Benchmarks do not show performance differences between cores. However, we argue that observed per-core performance differences of > 10 % on the desktop processor (CPU1) and > 20 % on the server machine (CPU3) demand for a run-time system that utilises this free (performance) lunch.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper has examined the heterogeneity of individual processor cores in supposedly symmetric multi-core and many-core machines. Our experiments show that, depending on the workload and the machine, the per-core performance can vary by more than 10 % within a single multi-core processor. On our 96-core server system, the performance difference can even be above 20 %.

We have created microbenchmarks that reveal that caches are one contributor to the performance differences. However, there are additional causes for heterogeneity which we could not identify with our observation-based approach. Accurate per-core and workload-specific performance modelling, potentially based on reverse engineering, is left as future work. As discussed in Section 4, additional information from the hardware vendors would be very helpful to automate workload classification and migration.

Based on our experiment results, we have implemented a run-time support system for core heterogeneity, the golden-suite. It improves the mean execution time by 1.2 % compared to the default Linux process placement. The mean difference is relatively small because, in the best case, Linux unknowingly selects a fast core, resulting in equal performance. In the worst case (99th percentile), the default Linux strategy is 4.6 % slower on a typical desktop processor. Notably, this difference comes at absolutely no cost—neither hardware nor software components need to be modified. Instead, our system only exploits knowledge about heterogeneity, of which neither developers nor operating systems are aware of. Furthermore, our system’s performance could greatly benefit if hardware vendors provide more heterogeneity-related information.
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